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The Xpress recorded nearly 13,000 HITS on our website the day following our coverage of "Day Without Art"...a
special thanks to all for making the Xpress your best source for on-line entertainment, events and
PRIDE!
Rehoboth's 4 Star Inn, the Sea Witch Manor Inn & Spa, is our newest Community
Sponsor... a special thanks to Inez and Kathleen for helping the Xpress be your best source for on-line
entertainment, events and PRIDE!
Rehoboth's 4 Star Inn, the Sea Witch Manor Inn
& Spa, is our newest Community Sponsor... a special thanks to Inez and Kathleen for helping the Xpress be your
best source for on-line entertainment, events and PRIDE!

A Special Holiday Wish From Corey & Doug Marshall-Steele...
Hi everyone Those opposing gay civil marriage claim their interest is in “protecting”
straight marriage but they are self-deceived at best or knowingly dishonest at
worst. The proof is, these same groups and individuals have already snarlingly
fought anti-discrimination and hate crimes law covering sexual orientation.
They in fact have opposed anything which would protect the lives and welfare
of or give dignity to gay American citizens. Whatever they say, they are not pro-marriage or profamily as much as they are anti-gay.
Gay people can be dishonest also, remaining closeted and trying to slouch through life pretending to be straight. In
that scenario one’s spouse becomes a mere “friend” or “room-mate” and must be left home from family and social
functions. Gay marriage is unimportant to such self-loathing and dishonest types.
Our holiday wish list contains two items this year. One is that those opposing gay marriage would just be honest
enough to admit they are actually hate-driven. The other is that closeted gay people will find the integrity to come out
and help us fight for gay civil marriage and other civil rights.
Toward equality,
Messrs. Douglas & Corey Marshall-Steele
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Editor's Note: Corey and Doug have been kind enough to offer their voices to the Xpress. Expect to hear
more from them from time to time on other social justice issues confronting our community. To learn more
about Corey and Doug, you can visit their website by clicking here.
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...The Rainbow eNews Xpress is publish bi-monthly by BGI Print Solutions/Bear. The Rainbow eNews Xpress purpose is to build on the
diversity of communities in Delaware and the Mid-Atlantic Region; celebrating our uniqueness while utilizing dialog and social activism to achieve our goals. The
Xpress is pledged to being fully representative of all types of businesses, organizations and individuals, without regard to sexual orientation. Publication of the
name, photograph or likeness of any person or organization or business in this publication is not to be construed as an indication of sexual orientation or preference.
The opinions expressed by journalists, writers and other contributors are their own and are not necessarily those of the Xpress. The Rainbow eNews
Xpress is published nationwide and by email distribution. If you are interested in advertising with the Xpress, please contact the Publicist. All rights
reserved, copyright pending.
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